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Sign Information

General Areas
Hardwood
Eastern Red Cedar
Rustic 
Pressure-treated Plywood 
Supplied by Customer

Type, size, and style may be dependant on inventory. 

Largest single-board sign size ability - 24”x18”.

All signs are customizable and personalizable.

*Prices subject to change without notice.

Our wooden sign options fall into one of these general areas:



Rustic Signs
Our rustic signs are made from pieces of wood that are more 
natural and unique (i.e., uniquely shaped, bark edges, holes, 
etc.).  These decorative pieces vary in wood type, size, and 
style and are inventory dependant, which also means there are no 
exact duplicates.

The rustic signs shown in pictures range in price from $15.00 - 
$30.00.  Prices dependant on size and complexity of design.



Pressure-treated plywood  Signs
Our pressure-treated plywood signs are done upon request and are 
intended for outside use.  

The pressure-treated plywood signs are normally around 24”x18” 
and start at $55.00. Prices dependant on size and complexity of 
design.



Supplied by Customer Signs
Our supplied by customer signs are ones where the customer 
supplies the material that the engraving will be lasered on, and 
they may or may not provide their own design.

These signs are priced by the order and are also dependant on 
size and complexity of design.



The Collection



Rustic Signs
227 - Welcome Bear - Hor. (sm. round)
227a - Welcome Bear - Vert. (sm. round)

228 - Welcome Bass - Vert. (sm. round)
228a - Gone Fishing Bass - Vert. (sm. round)

229 - Welcome Ducks - Hor. (sm. round)
229a - Welcome Ducks w/flying ducks

(Substitute deer, moose, loons, etc.)



230 - Welcome - Moose Scene - Stacked
230a - Welcome - Moose Scene - SBS

(Substitute moose for bear, deer, etc.

231 - Welcome - Tree - Vert.



232 - Deer Scene
(Substitute bear, moose, etc. Moose 

Scene from previous page also 
available.)

233 - Cabin/Mtn./Deer Scene
(Substitute bear, moose, etc.)

234 - Loon
234a - Loon w/ Babies



235 - Name Plaque - Bear Scene - Lg. Round
(Provide name.)

(Substitute bear for deer, moose, etc.)

236 - Name/Est. Plaque - Trees
(Adjust to add bear, deer, moose, etc.)

237 - Explore w/Mtns.



238 - WTOH - Lg. Round
a. Moose
b. Deer

(Substitute bear, etc.)



239 - BTIL - Skiing/Coffee
239a - BTIL - Jesus/Coffee

240 - WTWS - Snowmobile

241 - Surviving Area Sign
(Provide location.) 



242 - LB, NY - Loon
(Provide Lake Name & State)

243 - Elephant

244 - Key Rack - Jumping Buck, Bird, Trees, Ducks, Bear



245 - RNGAB

246 - CHM - Camping

247 - CM

248 - FKTC



249 - Fallin’ - leaves

250 - Welcome Fall - pumpkins

251 - APS - apples

252 - FALL



253 - Season’s Greetings
a. Bear/Leaves
b. Pine Branches
c. Pine Branch/Birds
d. Jumping Buck



Pressure-treated 
Plywood

Supplied by 
Customer



Most design 
options shown 
here can be 

adapted to fit 
on any size 

wood.

Mix and Match!

Keep in mind, design options 
are endless! Pick a size and 
material, and we will do our 

best to make your design 
idea a reality.



We welcome any ideas/suggestions you may have.

Future Design Ideas...

We always have new design ideas flowing.  Seasonal items to come.


